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ABSTRACT

Background: Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second most common cancer in Saudi Arabia, ranking first among men and third among women. Colorectal cancer can be easily prevented through CRC screening which can detect the disease during its early stages when the survival rates are high. The aim of this study was to determine the level of knowledge, awareness and attitudes about colorectal cancer among Saudi people.

Methods: A cross-sectional survey was conducted among general population of different regions of Saudi Arabia from 1st of January 2018 to 28th of February 2018. The study questionnaire, containing 25 items, was adapted from surveys identified in the relevant literature. The CRC awareness questionnaire consisted of an awareness section, knowledge section and attitude of participants toward colorectal cancer screening. The data were analyzed by descriptive statistics.

Results: A total of 521 general populations answered the questionnaire. Majority of participants (82%) were bachelor’s degree holders and females represent (60%). Symptoms such as change in bowel habit, blood in the stool, weight loss and abdominal pain were recognized by only 54%, 41%, 45% and 52% of the respondents, respectively. Common risk factors such as positive family history, obesity and old age were acknowledged only by less than 34%, 29% and 33% of the respondents. More than one-third of the participants (45%) had received information material regarding CRC from their curriculum and by social media and nearly 36% from other sources such as TV, hospital and mass media. Attitude regarding colorectal screening was positive for 71%, Almost 71% of the respondents willing to have a screening test for the bowel cancer, even without any symptom.

Conclusion: Although majority of the respondents had positive attitude toward concept of cancer screening but their knowledge and awareness about colorectal cancer was low which indicate the need for promotion of cancer education among public.
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INTRODUCTION

Cancer has become a major burden on the health care systems of many countries and is one of the leading causes of mortality worldwide and accounted for over 8.2 million deaths (22% of all non-communicable diseases deaths) in 2012. Cancer also has a great impact on the social and economic lives of affected individuals. Since the first report of the Saudi Cancer Registry in 1994, the incidence of all cancers, including colorectal, has steadily increased. Colorectal cancer (CRC) can be referred as a slowly developing cancer which starts as a tissue growth of cancer cell or tumor into the interior facing of the colon. This abnormal growth of tumor known as polyp and then gradually turns into cancer in the wall of colon. This tissue growth subsequently grows into the blood vessels which upsurge the rate of metastasis to other anatomical sites. This type of cancer which starts in the mucus generating glands of the colon is commonly distinguished as adenocarcinomas over 95% cases. CRC is a common cancer and is ranked as the third in males and the second in females worldwide with approximately one million new cases of colon cancer identified every year and nearly a million deaths. According to World Health Organization (WHO), in 2015 774,000 numbers of deaths occurred due to this colon cancer while the overall numbers of deaths is estimated to leap up to a fourfold increase by the year 2030. The increase in CRC cases is attributed to several risk factors and by screening; we can also find and remove premalignant adenomatous polyps. Since one of the CRC risk factors is age, most of the international guidelines recommend CRC screening for those aged above 50 years. Other CRC risk factors are family history, obesity, inflammatory bowel diseases and smoking.

Knowing the early symptoms of CRC can avoid the risk factors. Colorectal cancer can be easily prevented through CRC screening which can detect the disease during its early stages when the survival rates are high. Various methods of CRC screening were developed for early detection and proper diagnosis, hence early management and better prognosis. These screening tools included; non-invasive methods such as stool DNA and fecal occult blood testing (FOBT) and potentially invasive methods such as colonoscopy. Colorectal cancer risk factors also included age of patient and most national guidelines recommended screening for those aged 50 years and older. Most of CRC patients in Saudi Arabia refer at an advanced stage with metastasis which make the treatment difficult and increase the mortality. In order to create targeted messages and educational material aimed to increase participation in...
screening, it is required to understand the levels of knowledge, awareness and attitude of the target population. Poor knowledge of CRC symptoms, risk factors and the benefits of screening programs are potential barriers towards active participation in screening campaigns. Moreover, it has been shown that knowledge of a disease is directly related to screening program participation; thus, the aim of our study was to determine the level of knowledge and awareness of CRC among Saudi people and also to determine attitude toward colorectal screening.

METHODS

Study participants and data collection

A cross-sectional survey was conducted from January 2018 to February 2018. The self-administered questionnaire in Arabic language specially designed for the research purpose was loaded on Google drive and sent to random sample of Saudi people living in different regions of Saudi Arabia. The questionnaire measured respondent's knowledge, attitudes, beliefs and behaviors related to the prevention, early detection and treatment of CRC.

The questionnaire contained twenty five questions and divided into 4 main sections: Demographic data, awareness of participants about colorectal cancer, knowledge of participants about colorectal cancer and attitude of participants toward CRC screening. Inclusion criteria included 18 years of age or older, Saudi in nationality and agree to fill the questionnaire. For analyses, education level was grouped as follows: primary education, intermediate education, secondary education and university education. Age was stratified by decade as follows: 18-29 years; 30-39 years; 40-49 years; 50-59 years. Gender and residential status (living in Northern border region, Eastern, Western, Southern and Central region of Saudi Arabia) were also analysed. The score of participants is calculated as percentage; good score level having at least 70% correct answers.

Collected data was entered to MS Excel version 14.00 and categorical variables were expressed as frequencies. Frequency tables and charts were used for descriptive statistics. The frequency and percentage calculated for all the participants’ demographics and answers for the questionnaire with representation for the answers by figures. During data analysis, neutral responses such as “not sure” or don’t know were regarded as negative answer.

RESULTS

Demographic characteristics of participants

Demographic characteristics of the respondents, including gender, age, level of education and residential status are presented in Figure 1. A total of 521 general populations answered the questionnaire. From which the females represent 60% (311/521), majority of participants (82%) were highly educated, also majority (78%) were within the age range 18-29 years and in addition, 38% were from Northern Border Region.

Awareness section

The Awareness section consisted of three items that are assessing the level of knowledge about CRC. The majority of the participants (81%) were heard of CRC. However, approximately (38%) of the participants thought that colon cancer commonly found in Saudi Arabia, (32%) heard about tests or examination that used in the detection of colon cancer (Figure 2).

The social media represent the main source of information for 24% (120/521) of the study participants. 21% (109/521) of the participants had received information material regarding colorectal cancer within their school curriculum as presented in Table 1. 18% (94/521) participants obtained their information from internet. Average score of good awareness about colorectal cancer was 50%.

Knowledge of Symptoms Section

The awareness regarding symptoms section is shown in Figure 3. Approx one third of participants (30%, 157/521) were recognized that colorectal cancer can possibly start without any obvious symptoms. 54% (282/521) of participants agreed that CRC may cause disturbances in the intestines as constipation or diarrhea. Of all the participants, 45% (237/521) agreed that anal bleeding can be a symptom of cancer of the colon and rectum. As for the fourth question in the symptoms section 41% (215/521) agreed that the presence of blood in the stool and change its color to the dark color is a symptom of cancer of the colon and rectum. 52% (271/521) agreed that colorectal cancer may cause
cramps and abdominal pain. The last question in the symptoms section was held to assess the awareness regarding rapid descent of the weight without cause is a symptom of cancer of the colon and rectum and 45% (237/521) of participant agreed.

Knowledge about risk factors of CRC
In the risk factors section presented in Figure 4a and 4b, 21% (109/521) of participant believes that men are more likely to suffer from CRC. Regarding the existence of an acquired or hereditary defect in the gene may be the causes of cancer of the colon and rectum, 31% (163/521) of the participant agreed with this fact and about 39% (204/521) believe that polyps in the colon are an important factor in the incidence of colorectal cancer. The fourth question of risk factors section was inflamed colon are a risk factor for having colorectal cancer, 51% (266/521) of the participant answered correctly. Regarding that fact that if one of the family members are suffering from colorectal cancer, then this will increase your chance of having that same illness, 34% (179/521) of participant have agreed. 39% (206/521) of participants have agreed that smokers are more susceptible to have colorectal cancer, 29% (153/521) believe that obese people are more likely to suffer from colorectal cancer. 46% (240/521) believe that low intake of fruit/vegetables is a risk factor for having colorectal cancer. 33% (174/521) believe that colorectal cancer risk increase with age.

Attitude regarding colorectal cancer screening
This section contained three questions assessing the attitude of participants toward screening for colorectal cancer (Figure 5). 71% (368/521) of participants agreed that screening can find cancer early and treatment can be the most effective, 72% (375/521) agreed that late detection of late stage of bowel cancer carries poorest survival rate and 71% (368/521) of participants willing to have a screening test for the bowel cancer, even without any symptom. Average positive score of attitude toward screening for colorectal cancer was 41%.

DISCUSSION
In order to set up an effective national colorectal cancer screening program, it is imperative to have a clear picture about the public knowledge about this cancer and their preference towards the screening program. This study was conducted with the aim to determine the level of awareness, knowledge and attitude toward colorectal cancer among Saudi people.

This study indicates that general awareness of CRC is 50% among the population we sampled. Most had heard about CRC but were not able describe that CRC commonly found in Saudi Arabia and majority had not heard about any tests or examination that used in the detection of CRC. The social media advertising on CRC was significantly associated with greater awareness and higher overall CRC knowledge scores which is consistent with the previous findings on examining the effect of media on awareness. The second highest influence factors on awareness was study information material about CRC within their school curriculum which was also a major contributing in awareness. This study suggests a pivotal role of social media followed by study curriculum used in school education raising the level of awareness of CRC and confirm the
recommendations of its use to raise awareness and ultimately facilitate screening participation in Saudi Arabia.

The knowledge section consisted of several items those were assessing the level of knowledge regarding CRC. Responses to individual knowledge items including identification of risk factors and signs and symptoms are detailed in Figure 3 and Figure 4a-b. The average knowledge about symptoms was 44% and average score of good knowledge about symptoms was 44%. However, that over half of participants did not know that weight loss without cause, presence of blood in the stool and anal bleeding can be a symptom of cancer of the colon and rectum which suggests this is an important concept to be emphasised in education and awareness campaigns.

Average knowledge about risk factors was found 38% and average score of good knowledge about CRC was found 41% among study population. The knowledge among study participants on CRC was found low. This is based on low percentage of respondents that were aware about the symptoms and risk factors of the disease. Symptoms such as change in bowel habit, blood in the stool, weight loss and abdominal pain were recognized by small percentage of the respondents. These findings are consistent with some previous studies.22,23 Loh et al. 2013 in their community-based study carried out in five rural/suburban areas in which their findings showed that awareness of warning signs for CRC were poor. Most of their study respondents were only able to identify 2 or 3 of the nine warning signs listed. This result indicates the need for health promotion campaigns to contribute to a better awareness among public.21 In a recent survey from Saudi Arabia, including the general population, it was noted that knowledge and awareness about CRC were not adequate.22,23 This finding is in line with other studies conducted by Hilmi et al. 2010 and Su et al. 2013 which found much low awareness level about risk factors of colorectal cancer.24,25

A study from Taiwan found an increased risk for advanced cancer among immediate family members of colorectal cancer patient who has been screened.26 Obesity was found to increase the risk of colorectal cancer. Ma et al. 2013 had conducted a systematic review on 54 studies assessing the association of obesity with the risk of colorectal cancer and concluded that both of general obesity (measured using Body Mass Index) and central obesity (measured using waist circumference) were highly linked to the colorectal cancer.27 CRC incidence also strongly related to age. In the United Kingdom, over 70% of newly diagnosed colorectal cancer cases were among those aged 65 and older.28 Recently, local cancer registry observed similar trend in which more than 80% of colorectal cancer occur in people aged 50 or older.29 The same registry also documented the proportion of colorectal cancer increased with age, which peak between 60 and 64 for men and between 55 and 59 for women.

Consequently, failure to acknowledge these common risk factors could hamper the turn up for future colorectal cancer screening program. One of the solutions is to engage the primary care doctors and family physician in identifying and recommending high risk patients for colorectal cancer screening. The effectiveness of the family doctor’s role has been proven in previous studies and should be the way forward to increase awareness and cancer screening uptake.30,31

Many studies found that positive family history of colorectal cancer as a motivational factor to undergo cancer screening test.32,33 Interestingly, a large percentage (71%) of the studied population (368/521) willing to take the screening test even without any apparent symptoms which is consistent with previous studies conducted among Saudi general population.34,35 Such positive attitude indicates that the studied populations are ready and willing to participate in future colorectal cancer screening program.

CONCLUSION

This study is an attempt to identify the level of awareness among the Saudi people so that the results can be utilized to design measures to improve the awareness. In conclusion, we found that the majority of public had positive attitude toward concept of cancer screening but their knowledge and awareness about colorectal cancer was low which indicate the need for promotion of cancer education among public in order to reduce the incidence of CRC. Awareness actions are useful to clarify possible questions and information to the population in order to increase compliance with screening. It worth to establish health education campaign to increase awareness of CRC as it is one of the commonest cancers in Saudi Arabia. In order to make the future colorectal cancer screening programs successful, cancer educations should be promoted to public with more involvement from family physicians and primary care doctors.
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